
The fund with the largest number of investments in Ukrainian lifetime 
startups is Digital Future with 31 investments.

Horizon Capital is the only fund that actually invests in Ukrainian 
companies at the later stages, with 16 investments.

The fund with the largest number of investments after February 24, 
2022 is SID Venture Partners with 13 investments. Vesna Capital took 
the second place with 5 investments, and the third place was shared by 
5 funds with 4 investments each.
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The industry comprises 348k people and 8k legal entities.

In the period from 2000 to 2023, Ukrainian IT companies participated 
in 1,868 publicly disclosed deals, 87% of which were made in the last 10 
years.

CEO & Founder N1 investment fund:
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81 % of angels had no previous experience with IT. The top publicly known angels are Evgeniya Dubinskaya, Igor Liski, 
Roman Prokofyev, Petro Chernyshov, and Eugene Shneyderis.

Out of 8k legal entities, 1.3-2.1k are operating IT companies. Other legal 
entities are either inactive or are additional legal entities of established 
companies. At the same time, from January 2022 to H1 2023, a total of 
almost 1.5k IT companies were added to various local IT catalogs — 
employers/startup maps, etc.

The Ukrainian tech talent pool and the IT ecosystem proved resilient in 
the face of war. For their part, Local and foreign companies actively 
contributed to supporting their own offices and regional and national 
initiatives.

The financial performance of businesses in 2022-H1/2023 
depended to a large extent on the type of company and 
the market in which it operates.

 Out of 340k IT specialists, about 180k are liable for military 
service.

 IT constitutes 2.1% of all reservations.

 2,5 % are reserved among all IT, and soon there will be fewer of 
them. After all, 2.13% of them were reserved under the old 2022 
procedures, which have already expired or will soon expire, and 
0.37% under the updated 2023 procedures, which most 
businesses have not tried out and are not planning to.

 1.97% serve in the Armed Forces of Ukraine, of these, ⅔ 
volunteered and ⅓ were drafted.

 The average age of IT specialists in the Armed Forces is 35.

 In 70% of IT companies, the share of employees in the Armed 
Forces is less than 2.4%. In 10% of companies, it is over 20%.

 ⅔ of the respondents interviewed by the editorial board donate 
up to 10% of their salary to the Armed Forces and civilian 
initiatives, ⅕ - up to 25% of their salary.

 In absolute terms, according to AIN.UA, 13% of donations 
amount to more than $1,000 per month.

 40 % of specialists were looking for a new job in 2022, of which 
almost a third were looking for a new job as a result of dismissal 
or project closure and transition to bench.

 2,1 % left IT.

 6,5 % of people are informed about the end of their work in 
outsourcing / outstaffing / R&D during the year.

 11 % are unemployed as of Q1 2023, including:

 14 % of companies planned to downsize their Ukrainian offices in 
2023.

 half of them are juniors, 80% of whom are switchers from 
other occupations.

 the other half are seniors and leaders who have become 
either too expensive for outsourcing or have not produced 
commercial results in terms of product.

 only 30% of them speak English at the upper intermediate 
level or above.

65,5 % have not changed their employer;

7 % have returned;

40 % — currently do not plan to return even after the end of the war.

41 % and 59 % is the distribution of women and men, respectively;

> 50 % are senior-level and above;

69 % received assistance with relocation from the company;

OF THOSE WHO WENT ABROAD IN 2022-2023:

82 % to 86 % did so after the start of the full-scale invasion, and 14% to 
18 % did so in the weeks before;

30% have lived in 2 countries, 17% in 3, 4% in 4, 2% in 5 or more;

Out of 348k people, almost a third, 104k, work for the 75 largest 
companies in the market. The growth in the number of talents is 
primarily due to those registered as individual entrepreneurs, who 
account for about ⅔ of the entire labor market today. 18.9% are 
currently outside the country.

1,868 are assets with EITHER a dedicated Ukrainian development office 
with 50+ employees OR a smaller staff with a Ukrainian co-founder. In 
other words, these are cases in which money physically enters the local 
ecosystem.

Over the past 15 years, since 2009, 1,798 deals have been recorded. Of 
these, 1,519 involved raising money for a total of some $3.7 billion, and 
248 involved mergers and acquisitions worth $4.3 billion.

About 87% of talents kept their jobs at the initiative of companies and 
continued to show high delivery rates despite massive relocation and 
blackouts.

TABLE OF COMPARISON WITH OTHER COUNTRIES, 2022:

Ukraine Poland Romania

IT export, $, b 7.3 9.3 9.9

M&A transactions 25 87 32

Investments transactions 178 203 71

M&A Volume, $, m 111.1 2910 468.98

Investments Volume, $, m 609.5 284.74 126.95

Average Annual Software Engineer Salary, $, k 29 45 35

number of IT specialists, k 307 500 192

The share of IT in GDP, % 4.6 8 6

N1

The investment market in Ukraine has suffered a significant decline, 
which is not surprising given both the full-scale war and the economic 
crisis in the world. Investments decreased not only in Ukraine but also 
in other parts of the world last year. Tech giants underwent massive 
layoffs, withdrawals from accounts instead of IPOs, and finally, the 
collapse of Silicon Valley Bank in March 2023.



Конкретно Україна кожен день втрачає безліч людей на війні, а 
серед них і тих, хто рухав уперед її економіку. На жаль, це наша 
реальність. Тому нам, як країні, дуже потрібна галузь Military Tech, і 
після перемоги Україна має всі шанси стати світовим лідером із 
впровадження технологій у військовій сфері. Ми вже маємо власний 
Defence Tech-кластер BRAVE1 за підтримкою Міністерства цифрової 
трансформації та багато нових стартапів, що виробляють дрони, 
міношукачі тощо. Серед них — UA Dynamics (розробник дронів 
Punisher) та розробник програмних ШІ-рішень GRIZELDA. Також 
стрімко розвивається ринок протидії дезінформації, зокрема, 
навесні цього року стало відомо, що один з українських фондів, 
SMRK, інвестував $1 млн в український проєкт OSAVUL. На основі 
LLM (великих мовних моделей) OSAVUL аналізує тексти в 
соцмережах і знаходить у них пропаганду. І надалі такі інвестиції 
будуть як ніколи на часі. Бо попри все українці навчилися існувати в 
новій реальності, й український VC та PE-ринок адаптується в нових 
умовах також. Одна з його особливостей зараз — те, що локальні і 
фонди, і стартапи працюють із різних країн, більшість — за межами 
України, що робить їх менш ризикованими. Тобто, зараз український 
стартап — це стартап з українськими фаундерами та командою, яка 
може бути розкидана світом. Звісно, більшість стартапів потребують 
фінансової підтримки, що ми й намагаємось робити з командою N1. І 
загалом адаптація не означає, що показники та мультиплікатори вже 
повернулися на такі, що були до вторгнення.



Це значить, що показники мають хоч і стриманий, але позитивний 
тренд. А після перемоги обов’язково буде бум інвестицій в Україну й 
українські стартапи, і щоб заробити на цьому — інвестувати треба 
вже зараз.

the organizer of the largest Gamedev 
conference GamesGathering

OLEKSANDR KHRUTSKYI
GamesGathering

More than half of the people working in the Ukrainian gamedev 
industry are involved in outsourcing projects. Unfortunately, with rare 
exceptions (except for studios, 4A, GSC, and Frag Lab), there are no 
teams that could claim the title of AAA project developers. Speaking 
about the situation now, everything is certainly not perfect, but the 
situation could have been much worse.



Today, I know of only one foreign Gamedev company that has 
completely closed its Ukrainian office. Almost all the studios that had 
been operating in Ukraine before the war continued to work. 
Surprisingly, the fact that the war started scared investors and partners 
less than the fall and winter rocket attacks and power and internet 
disruptions. In the spring of 2022, almost no one stopped working, and 
in the fall and winter, some studios laid off up to 15% of their staff. The 
main difficulties now are the loss of staff and investors' fear of investing 
even in the later stages of project development. Another factor is that it 
is difficult or impossible to leave the country for those who need to 
meet with partners in person.



Challenges for the industry globally, as well as for the entire global 
gaming industry, are to survive the post-COVID pullback and the 
impending global financial crisis. The Ukrainian gaming industry, in 
particular, faces the challenge of convincing foreign publishers and 
investors that it is a reliable partner for cooperation, despite the Russian 
threat. And Ukrainians have been proving this for a year and a half, not 
just in words, but through their actions.

Investor at InSoft.Partners, an 
outsourcing company

VITALIY HOROVYI
InSoft.Partners

Before the full-scale invasion, the Ukrainian outsourcing market was 
growing by an average of 20-25% per year, and the year 2021 was also 
rich in M&A deals - from the consolidation of existing players to the 
arrival of new foreign companies through the purchase of local assets. 
However, the same thing happened all over the world - the demand for 
programmers exceeded the supply in the labor market by about two 
times.



The war certainly had an impact on this. No matter what we want to 
think, the world continues to live at this time and in many cases takes 
the path of least resistance. On the other hand, we still benefit from the 
accumulated expertise and the simplified taxation system, which allows 
individual entrepreneurs to accept money directly from foreign legal 
entities. In general, the absence of excessive government regulation of 
the old format once allowed the industry to build the proper business 
models from the start, rather than "schemes," which is why many clients 
stick with us and are not going to take their business elsewhere. The 
Ukrainian outsourcing industry is more strongly affected by the global 
recession, which economists have been arguing about for quite some 
time, whether it has already begun or not. At the end of 2022, the 
demand for software development dropped significantly, according to 
some estimates, by as much as 25%.



If the question of who is worth following in the market is simply about 
growth, it is difficult for me to comment, there is a lot of insider 
information. If we are talking about non-trivial approaches or an 
interesting business model, I would keep an eye on Intellias and 
Avenga, which have embarked on a difficult path of inorganic growth 
through M&A.
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2022-H1 2023: 

Adapt & Evolve

DISTRIBUTION OF RELOCATED SPECIALISTS:

46% relocated inside Ukraine

31% did not relocate.

21% of specialists in 2022 and 2% in 2023 relocated abroad

NUMBER OF DEALS, 2009-2023
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In 2022, the Ukrainian market saw an unexpected 98 investments 
(angels, early stage, later stage, and private equity), which is 27% less 
than 134 in pre-war 2021, but up from 93 in 2020. Of course, the 
multipliers have deteriorated, and many investors have disappeared. 
On the other hand, new investors have emerged, and in the face of 
uncertainty, those startups that had not planned to do so before or did 
not grow up in the venture capital field at all have rushed to secure a 
round.

In addition, in 2023, the market saw Scopely and NeoGames deals 
worth $4.9 billion and $1.8 billion, respectively. Both have R&D in 
Ukraine with up to 30 and 170 employees, respectively.

In addition to funds, there are about 380 local angels investing in IT 
startups in Ukraine. In 2022, investments from such investors dropped 
by 2 times compared to 2021. And it is a complex issue. On the one 
hand, angels accounted for about 5% of the number of people with a 
net worth of $1+ million before the invasion, and in 2023 their number 
in Ukraine decreased by 54% compared to 2021. This is likely to be a 
case of both relocation and a reduction in wealth.

In addition to investments from funds and angels, there were 80 non-
equity grants in 2022 and 27 in H1 2023. There were 129 in 2021 and 94 
in 2020. The context behind these numbers is that since the beginning 
of the invasion, the state-owned Ukrainian Startup Fund, which was 
behind 90% of the publicly known grants in previous years, has 
stopped issuing grants, but at the same time, the Google for Startups 
funding campaign for Ukrainian startups in Poland has been launched.

Over the past 5 years, the activities of more than 10 incubators and 
accelerators have been reported in Ukraine, 5 of which were publicly 
demonstrating their activities before the Russian invasion: Ukraine's 
1991 Accelerator, the US-based Techstars, the UK-based Blue Lake 
Accelerator, the Estonian Startup Wise Guys, and the Spanish Demium.

After February, 24, 2022, among the accelerators, only Startup Wise 
Guys, which added 10 startups with a Ukrainian team and a Ukrainian 
co-founder during this period, is publicly known to have made cash 
investments. In 2022-2023, Eric Schmidt's D3 accelerator, focused on 
Military Tech, was also launched. The accelerator saw its first startups 
in June 2023, and the first and so far only investment in the startup 
Swarmer took place at the end of H2 2023.

In fact, in 2022, 58 out of 80 publicly known grants were awarded by 
Google. In 2023, Google for Startup was exhausted, but there were 
signs of the Ukrainian Startup Fund's recovery: 25 grants of $5 
thousand were distributed, and there are also reports of perks—"grants" 
in kind, such as organizing participation in conferences and 
competitions.

Also, over the past 5 years, Ukrainian gaming industry has been actively 
hiring and at different times had or has more than 50 employees at 
EJaw, Boss. Gaming, Clovertech, Flime (by Gismart), Playgendary, 
Belka, Volmi, Product Madness, AAA games, 4A Games, and Moon 
active.

Also, over the past 5 years, Ukrainian outsourcing has been actively 
hiring and at various times had or still has more than 150 employees at 
Andersen, Star (ex-Cogniance), Intetics, Intersog, Provectus, and ISD.

VI. STATE REGULATION OF IT

Diia.City Tax Regime
On February 8, 2022, a special tax regime for IT called Diia.City was 
launched and became the biggest headline for the Ukrainian IT market. 
Companies that become residents can opt for a 9% tax on withdrawn 
capital or an 18% income tax. The tax for employees and gig contractors 
(a type of labor relationship within the regime similar to freelancing - 
Ed.) is 5% of income + 1.5% military fee + 22% unified social tax (i.e., for a 
developer with a net salary of $2,500, this means about $202 in tax - 
Ed.)

The regime has received mixed criticism, but as of the summer of 2023, 
about 600 companies have registered at least one of their legal entities 
as a resident in Diia.City. It is currently known that in Diia.City, 
companies chose the withdrawn capital tax twice as rarely as the 
income tax, and in terms of money, the withdrawn capital tax revenues 
in the first quarter of 2022 amounted to UAH 80.5 million, which is 
approximately 1% of all UAH 32.2 billion of IT taxes in 2022.

Diia Services
Diia.City is one of the projects of the Ministry of Digital Transformation 
under the umbrella of the Diia brand of digital public services. During 
the first year of the full-scale war, the service launched a bunch of new 
services: change of residence, sharing of vehicle registration 
certificates, transfer of funds to support the army, "eDocument" 
temporary digital documents for those who may have lost their 
documents during the evacuation, the ability to report war-damaged 
housing, obtaining unemployment status, changing the data of a sole 
proprietor, a certificate of residence, and much more.

Currently, it is not known how many functionaries the service has 
already replaced, but it is generally well-received by users, who 
numbered 18 million at the end of August 2022. Before the war, 
Ukrainians who criticized Diia for lags and suspicions of insufficient 
protection against cyber threats, faced with wartime problems, and 
foreign equivalents, began to sing the praises of the Ukrainian level of 
digitalization.

2% Single Tax
Almost immediately after the full-scale invasion began, the Ukrainian 
parliament voted in favor of introducing business incentives, including 
the well-known 2% single tax for individual entrepreneurs and legal 
entities, as a way to stimulate business.

The rate proved popular: by the end of May 2022, more than 200,000 
businesses had switched to it. But it was also used by companies with 
huge turnovers. In August 2023, the Parliament supported the draft bill 
abolishing the 2% rate.

Two Years After the Legalization of Gambling and Betting
In the summer of 2020, after 11 years of prohibition, Ukraine legalized 
gambling as an incentive to move the existing business vertical from 
the gray zone to the white one. In 2022, this newly legalized market 
segment was often criticized: from the use of tax incentives designed 
for small and medium-sized businesses to miscoding. In early 2023, the 
National Security and Defense Council imposed sanctions against 
dozens of gambling and bookmaking operators in Ukraine, most of 
which had Russian roots, but several local operators and payment 
systems were also included in the list.

Some even had a Ukrainian license. Currently, the country is 
reorganizing the Commission for Regulation of Gambling and Lotteries 
(CRGL), the body responsible for issuing licenses. According to the 
media, a scenario is being considered whereby the CRGL will be 
subordinated to the Ministry of Digital Transformation.

Open Data and Registers
Wartime threats were cited as the reason for closing a significant part 
of open data and state registers. For example, the State Register of 
Property Rights to Immovable Property, the Unified State Register of 
Legal Entities, Individual Entrepreneurs and Public Organizations, the 
State Civil Register, etc.

The initiative was criticized, and later some registers became open 
again: in August 2022, the state Open Data Portal resumed its work. 
The register of legal entities and individual entrepreneurs was opened 
in December 2022. In the spring of 2023, the State Statistics Service 
published the financial statements of Ukrainian companies for 2022.

Google Tax
The year 2022 also showed whether the so-called "Google tax" works: 
the obligation of non-resident companies to pay 20% VAT on online 
services they provide to Ukrainian users was introduced in 2021.

Many companies, such as Amazon, have accordingly announced a 20% 
increase in prices for Ukrainians. In 2022, such companies paid 53.4 
million dollars and 33.7 million euros in this tax. And according to data 
for the first quarter of 2023, the largest payers of the "Google tax" were: 
Google Play, Google, Etsy, and Amazon: Google Play, Google, Etsy, 
SONY, Netflix, and Apple.

Crypto on Pause
Ukraine is in the process of legalizing crypto assets. One draft bill that 
provides legal grounds for such activities was adopted in February 
2022, on the eve of the invasion. The document defines the concept 
and legal status of a virtual asset, as well as addresses the issues of 
ownership and transactions in such assets in Ukraine. However, it will 
not start working until MPs vote on another bill that defines tax rates on 
crypto transactions.

Meanwhile, the pause in the legalization of crypto has left the market 
partially in a "gray zone": crypto exchanges are not operating, and 
crypto transactions are considered high-risk. The NBU, having 
"tightened the reins," planned to fight the illegal use of crypto in the 
gambling business. However, as a result, cryptocurrency companies 
cannot open bank accounts and exchanges cannot use acquiring 
services.


Decriminalizing Porn
Ukraine is preparing a bill to decriminalize pornography, referring to 
Article 301 of the Criminal Code, which is a legacy of the Soviet era. 
And according to which everything from posing on OnlyFans, which in 
2023 already paid $928,200 in "Google tax," to the innocent exchange 
of nudes on WhatApp with mutual consent can be considered a 
criminal offense. It is proposed to decriminalize only the content that is 
not harmful.

This does not include cases such as violence, child pornography, 
unauthorized distribution of other people's personal videos and photos, 
coercion, and human trafficking—the authors of the bill propose to 
toughen the responsibility for such offenses.

Imagine there is no war. 300,000 engineers, managers, and marketers 
of all types are working at 6,000-8,000 product, outsourcing, and R&D 
centers, along with an ‘army’ of freelancers. 11 unicorns started from 
Ukrainian garages, and more than half of them still have notable tech 
offices here. Dozens of M&As that are estimated 9-digit numbers. Now 
imagine war. Tens of thousands of people from the industry have left, 
and under ten thousand have gone off to fight. Hundreds of thousands 
spent the winter in the dark.

Multipliers dropped, and some customers left. But builds were 
delivered on time and business plans were fulfilled. Export revenue 
from IT sank, but it did not plummet. A new, restrained interest 
appeared. Now imagine what the Ukrainian tech miracle will look like 
after the War for Independence ends? You can make this happen not 
only by investing in Ukraine but also by supporting Ukraine's defenders 
and civilians.

On the other hand, according to an estimate of fifty early-stage 
startups, the supply of angel capital has not disappeared and has even 
increased, as investments in the real sector have become more risky. 
Lastly, early-stage Ukrainian startups themselves in 2022-2023 were 
either afraid to take on Ukrainian angels or physically relocated to other 
jurisdictions.

In terms of money, 98 investments in 2022 amounted to $613 million, 
compared to $943 million for 134 in 2021, and $409 million for 93 
investments in 2020. 2023 brought 42 investments worth $92 million in 
the first half of the year, which is a mere 14% less than in 2022. In terms 
of the dramatic difference in money between 2022 and 2023, which is 
not yet over, most of the deals in the first half of 2022 were often 
agreed upon and sometimes formalized before the invasion.

They are listed in the mega-M&A table in Section 4.3 because they are 
statistical outliers and are more about these companies themselves 
than about the landscape of Ukrainian M&A.
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The report focuses on the Ukrainian IT industry. We define the IT 
industry as a set of companies that meet the following criteria: have at 
least 40% of their staff engaged in IT; earn their income from operating 
their own technology products; get royalties from the sale of 
intellectual property rights to their own tech products; or engage in 
custom development of tech products. The report also takes into 
account some companies where the number of IT employees may be 
less than 40% in relative terms, and the IT part of the business is a 
component of a land-based product, but they have significant results, 
and their product, as we know it today, would not be possible without 
IT. We are talking about some retailers, banks, telecommunication, and 
logistics companies. For this report, we reviewed 26 studies of various 
aspects of Ukrainian IT over the past 7 years, found and normalized or 
calculated KPIs of companies, market verticals, and phenomena in 
people, traffic, revenues, and investments, in some cases over the past 
25 years. We also used the proprietary data of AIN.UA editorial office, 
which has been Ukraine's main technology media outlet since 1999.
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THE FOLLOWING SOURCES WERE 
ALSO USED IN THE PREPARATION OF 
THE REPORT:

 Datasets of Dealroom, Pitchbook, CBInsights, Clutch, 
DOU and Djinni surveys and statistics

 Data from the Telegram channel "Conspekt"

 Survey of Lviv IT Cluster and IT-Ukraine Association

 Data from the State Tax Service, the State Statistics Service, the 
Ministry of Economy of Ukraine, the Ministry of Education and 
Science of Ukraine, and the Ministry of Digital Transformation.

WE'VE TAKEN THIS OPPORTUNITY TO 
HIGHLIGHT A FEW INITIATIVES WITH A 
PROVEN TRACK RECORD:

 The Come Back Alive Foundation is the largest and most well-
known foundation that has been helping the Ukrainian military 
since 2014, when Russia first occupied Ukrainian land. During 
this time, the foundation has raised more than UAH 8 billion and 
is authorized to purchase and import military and dual-use 
goods.

 A project of Ukrainian IT professionals together with AIN.UA 
Braveproject is a 1 million pixel board, a twist on the famous 
Million Dollar Homepage. For every $1 donation, you are offered 
1 pixel on the board where you can place your banner. In August 
and September 2023, the project raised $100,000 for Esper 
Bionics bionic prosthetic arms and FPV scout drones.

 The KOLO Foundation of IT professionals from many well-known 
Ukrainian IT companies has raised UAH 470 million for drones, 
thermal imagers, and radios since its inception and provides an 
opportunity to do so on a subscription basis.

As mentioned in the first section, the largest number of people in 
Ukrainian IT are involved in products in the E-commerce, FinTech, 
Utilities, GameDev with Gambling and Betting, as well as AdTech and 
MarTech verticals. In addition, over nearly 2 years, the DefenceTech 
vertical has taken shape, employing an estimated 7,000 to 10,000 
people.

However, the largest local e-commerce companies work for the 
domestic market. Fintech and Utilities, while having one of the highest 
rates of revenue per employee, are heterogeneous, so it's hard to 
compare them in the same rating, and many of the latter make money 
from traffic arbitrage and card schemes rather than the product itself. 
As for DefenseTech, it is not yet a topic for ratings. In addition, ⅔ of 
people generally touch upon product verticals exclusively in 
outsourcing.

We have also prepared separate tables of prominent product 
companies from Ukraine, the largest local players in each vertical, and 
the offices of global tier 1 companies that are still present in Ukraine.

IN THIS SECTION, WE HAVE PREPARED 
THE TOP LARGE AND WELL-DESIGNED 
VERTICALS OF GAME DEV AND 
OUTSOURCING, AND OFFERED THEIR 
REPRESENTATIVES TO COMMENT ON THE 
FOLLOWING THINGS:

 How has the market for their vertical changed in Ukraine over 18 
months of war?

 What are the peculiarities of the local market, if any? Are there any 
specific challenges it is currently facing?

 Apart from losses, were there any gains in the vertical? Growth of 
certain niches, new niches, or the opening of new noteworthy 
businesses?

 Which companies in your vertical are worth following?

 What is the forecast for the vertical for the next six months?

After February 24, the Ukrainian IT market saw a decrease in the 
number of investments not only from foreign venture capital funds. Of 
the 18 active local investment funds that had been operating in Ukraine 
for more than one year as of February 24, 2022, only 6 continued to 
operate since the beginning of the invasion. At the same time, 7 new 
ones were added: 3 were launched before the invasion, and 4 more in 
the first months after.

79 % of startups with a Ukrainian co-founder and an office in Ukraine 
have not stopped operating after 500 days of war.

As of H1 2023, 84 % of startups have at least one co-founder and part of 
the team abroad.

 Funds that have been operating in Ukraine for more than a year and 
have continued to invest despite the war include SMRK, Horizon 
Capital, U.Ventures, TA Ventures, Flyer One Ventures, and N1 
Investment Fund.

 Funds that were launched a few months before the invasion include 
Geek Ventures, SID Venture Partners, and NetSolid Investments.

 Funds that were launched after the invasion include Angel One 
Fund, Hypra, hi5 Ventures, and Vesna Capital.

 3 of the 7 oldest Ukrainian funds, AVentures, CIG, and Digital Future, 
have no record of any new investments in Ukraine during the war.

 Imperious Group, TMT, and Almaz Capital, which were active in 
Ukraine before 2014, had capital with signs of Russian origin and 
dramatically reduced or stopped new investment activity after 2014. 
However, these funds have mostly retained their existing Ukrainian 
portfolio to this day.

 10 out of 25 funds are founded by local founders of B2C product 
companies with $10 million or more in annual revenues.

 Half of the funds have between 10 and 19 lifetime investments, while 
the other half has between 3 and 8. Almost no one has 5 or more 
exits.

 Most local funds do not have a partner who is permanently based in 
the country.

In absolute terms, we know about more than 25k people who were laid 
off at the initiative of companies.

ІІІ

Global market products 
were .hardly affected
Product companies focused on the foreign market turned out to be the 
most resilient from an economic angle. Still, they took the opportunity 
to cut inefficient divisions and spinoffs. The market saw several 
acquisitions and investments in such companies at absolute market 
valuations.

ІІ

The product  
everything on the local 
market in March and 

 by August.

lost

recovered
Local product IT companies experienced a 70%+ drop in the first 
months of 2022. Still, thanks to tectonic changes in the economy, 
including massive relocation and new export and import chains, many 
met their yearly business targets. Some large local retailers, 
telecommunication, and logistics companies have reorganized their 
tech departments as separate product IT companies. DefenceTech's 
domestic market, which employs up to 10 thousand people, has taken 
shape.

І

Outsourcing and R&D 
experienced the predicted 

.decline
The market saw consolidation of certain asset groups. We saw a dozen 
public deals and up to four dozen non-public deals, a significant 
number of which were distressed assets. Only 4% of outsourcing 
companies completely laid off their outsourcing team or closed their 
R&D office, rather than just stopping or reducing hiring. This happened 
in two waves in spring and December 2022. Overall, outsourcing faced 
more of a lack of orders than losses.

About 5.17 thousand people in IT, which is about 1.5% of the total, hold 
a Candidate of Sciences degree or higher.

FACT

In September 2022, the American fund ff Venture Capital (ffVC) 
launched a $30 million Blue & Yellow Heritage Fund specifically for 
Ukraine, but no deals have been reported for the year.

FACT

Well-known mega-M&As with 1+ billion checks in companies with 
noticeable (not core) development offices in Ukraine and without a 
Ukrainian co-founder are counted separately. Despite having thousands of 
developers in Ukraine, they are statistical outliers and do not demonstrate 
the venture capital landscape of the Ukrainian market in particular:

NeoGames [IL] R&D Gambling & Betting 2023Aristocrat [AU] $1.8

R&DScopely [US] Gaming 2023Savvy Games [SA] $4.9

R&DGlobal Logic [US] Outsourcing 2021Hitachi [JP] $9.6

R&DSBTech [IM] Gambling & Betting 2020DraftKings [US] $3.3

R&DNetEnt [SE] Social casino 2020Evolution Gaming [LV] $2.1

R&DMellanox [IL]
Solutions for 
data centers

2019Nvidia [US] $6.9

R&DLuxoft [RU / CH] Outsourcing 2019DXC Technology [US] $2.0

R&DMagento [US] E-commerce 2018Adobe [US] $1.68

R&DRing [US] Smart home 2018Amazon [US] $1.0

Playtika [IL]
R&D, Early 
co-founder

Social casino 2016
Консорціум 
Giant [CN]

$4.4

R&DAllegro Group [PL] E-commerce 2016
Cinven, Permira 

і Mid Europa [PL] $3.25

WhatsApp [US] R&D, Co-founder Messaging app 2014Facebook [US] $19.0

R&D
Game Show 
Network [JP] Social casino 2021Scopely [US] $1.0

Asset Acquirer UA chapterAmount, 
billion Bio Date

Table of the largest gamedev companies in Ukraine:

(+ студії Zagrava, Boolat, 4Friends, Home games, 
Daily Magic, Perfect Play, Vizor Games та VOKI)

(ex-Black Wings Foundation)

1 RU/UK
Township, Fishdom, Homescapes, 
Gardenscapes

1350*Playrix R&D

Slotomania, Bingo Blitz, Solitaire — 
Grand Harvest, Board Kings, Best 
Fiends

IL/CN2 1090Playtika R&D

Call of Duty: Black Ops 4, Fall Guys, 
Control, Outriders, Bulletstorm, 
Indivisible, We Happy Few

UA3 1000*Room 8 Outsource

US/UA14 MMA Manager, Century Siege 190*Stepico Outsource

UA/IL7
Braindoku, Slots Era, Scatter Slots, 
Wordelicious, Solitaire Play

470*Murka Product

UA15
BlitZ: Rise of Heroes, Hidden Hotel, 
Family Zoo та Resort Hotel

190*WhaleApp Product

UA16 Shatterline 185FragLab Product

BY/CY9 World of Warplanes, World of Tanks 391Wargaming R&D

US/UA17
Borderlands Legendary Collection, 
Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons, Tony 
Hawk’s Pro Skater

180*Fractured Byte Product

UA18 «Козаки», S.T.A.L.K.E.R 140*GSC Product

11 UA Fortnite, Taboo Stories 350*Kevuru Outsource

19 Hidden City 95AB Games Product

RU/SE10 380*G5 R&D
Hidden City, Jewels of Rome, Mahjong 
Journey, Homicide Squad, «Sherlock: 
Пошук предметів»

UA8 420*Pingle Game Studio Outsource
Hello Neighbor, Lost Ember, Beyond a 
Steel Sky

FR6 605*Gameloft R&D
Asphalt, My Little Pony, Sonic PHD, 
Dungeon Hunter, Six-Guns

FR5 812Ubisoft R&D
Assassin's Creed Valhalla, Watch Dogs 
Legion, Rainbow Six Siege, Immortals 
Fenyx Rising, Far Cry 6

UA12
Chess:Kingdom World, Angry Birds 2, 
Shadow Fight 3, June’s Journey, 
Hungry Shark Evolution

275iLogos Outsource

UA20
Call of Duty: WWII, FARMING 
SIMULATOR 19, Hitman 2, Call of Duty: 
Infinite Warfare

90*Ulysses Graphics Outsource

Sherlock Holmes: Chapter I, The 
Sinking City

UA/FR21 90Frogwares Product

UA22 SuitsMe, Keiki 80Suitsme і Keiki Product

13 UA
Bini Kids, Drawing Academy, Reading 
Academy

235*BiniBambini Product

AU/IL4
Raid: Shadow Legends, Vikings: War 
of Clans, Lost Island: Blast Adventure, 
Stormfall

826Plarium R&D

NAME GEOTYPE BRANDS Staff / UA

TABLE OF UKRAINE'S LARGEST OUTSOURCING COMPANIES:

*the company did not provide information, the above figure is an 
estimate based on previously known data and an assessment of the 
dynamics based on indicators taken from open sources.

*Calculation is based on the number of employees physically located in 
Ukraine for each company, not on all employees nominally assigned to 
the Ukrainian office.

(в т.ч. Daxx)

(ex-Lohika)

(ex-CoreValue)

(належить DXC)

(належить Hitachi)

US1 -10.2 %10550EPAM

UA2 -12 %8642SoftServe

IN3 -20 %5644Global Logic

UA/PL14 +6.4 %1317Avenga Ukraine

UA7 -4 %2593Intellias

FR15 -17 %1292Capgemini

US16 -36.5 %1000*Grid Dynamics

UA9 -31 %2000*NIX

IL17 +6.3 %968ALLSTARSIT

US18 -9 %900*Astound

UA11 -13 %1680N-ix

UA19 700Trinetix

UA10 -16 %1701Eleks

UA8 +6.4 %2340ZONE3000

US6 -6 %2640DataArt

DK/UA5 -2.1 %2740Ciklum

PL12 -31 %1491Infopulse

US/UA20 -23 %665Innovecs

UA23 420Miratech

US21 696Svitla

UA/EE24 310*Skelia

UA/US25 150CPrime

UA22 600Insoft

UA13 -32 %1360Sigma

CH4 -5 %3800Luxoft

NAME GEO Staff / UA Delta

COMPARISON OF VENTURE ECOSYSTEMS ACCORDING TO DEALROOM

Ecosystem value, €2022 VC funding value, €

Ukraine

Romania

Poland

Lithuania

Croatia

Bulgaria

Hungary

Czechia

Estonia

23.3B

8.1B

36.8B

10.0B

4.7B

4.8B

7.6B

30.2B

36.3B

246M

304M

550M

236M

865M

245M

132M

1.1B

1.4B

LIST OF LOCAL FUNDS

$0,25 М 16 13 13SID Venture Partners Dmytro Vartanian

$0,75 М 20 19 4SMRK Andriy Dovzhenko

$0,2 М 35 10 1/04Geek Ventures Ihar Mahaniok

$0,2 М 3 3 3Angel One Fund Ivan Petrenko

до $1 М 3 3 3Burner Yaroslav Svyridyuk

$0,5 М 60 17 1/12Flyer One Ventures Vital Laptenok

$5-$20 М 22 16 1/12Horizon Capital Olena Kosharna

$0,5 М 16 15 0/12U.Ventures Yaroslav Johnson

$0,25 М 202 15 612TA Ventures Victoria Tigipko

$0,15 М 7 6 2hi5 Ventures Andriy Kryvorchuk

$0,5 М 3 3 2Hypra Igor Pertsia

$0,15 М 3 3 2Vesna Capital Andriy Fedoriv

$0,5 М 5 5 1N1 Investment Fund Nikita Izmailov

$0,2 М 30 10 1/03NetSolid Investments Stanimir Dobrev

Fund Average 
ticket

Managing 
Partners

Number of 
invest-
ments

In UA 
projects

During 

the war

Exits/
Closed

LIST OF LOCAL FUNDS

Alchemist Accelerator [US] Educapital [FR]

BADideas.fund [LV] Evli Growth Partners [FI]

Blu Venture Investors [US] FTV Capital [US]

Chrome Capital [UK] Hoxton Ventures [UK]

Czysta3.VC [PL] Monochrome [AU]

DEPO Ventures [CZ] Nordstar [UK]

SMOK Ventures [PL] Orbit Capital [CZ]

Stratmind [US] Owl Ventures [US]

Swisscom Ventures [CH] Pracuj Ventures [PL]

UiPath Ventures [RO] Presto Ventures [CZ]

Santa Barbara Venture Partners [US]

Blueprint Equity [US] G Squared [US]

Foreign

*the company did not provide information, the above figure is an 
estimate based on previously known data and an assessment of the 
dynamics based on indicators taken from open sources.

(ex-Archer)

Taxi: Uklon, Uber, Bolt Google Ukraine* — 100 людей в УкраїніAirSlate (ex-PDFFiller)

Job: Robota, Work.ua Snap Ukraine / Looksery* — 150 людей в УкраїніCreatio (ex-Terrasoft)

E-commerce: Prom.ua + Rozetka, Comfy, 
Foxtrot, Kasta, Lamoda, «Епіцентр», LUN

Rakuten Viber Ukraine* — 40Grammarly
E-commerce: Prom.ua + Rozetka, Comfy, 
Foxtrot, Kasta, Lamoda, «Епіцентр», LUN

Rakuten Viber Ukraine* — 40Grammarly

Delivery: Glovo, Zakaz SQUAD (ex-Ring Ukraine / Amazon)* — 780GSC Delivery: Glovo, Zakaz SQUAD (ex-Ring Ukraine / Amazon)* — 780GSC

Neobank: monobank, «Приват24», Sense Nokia* — 130Jooble

Health: Liki24, Helsi (by Kyivstar Tech) OLX Ukraine* — 220MacPaw

OTT: MegogoPreply

Tech Education: GoIT, ШАГ, Laba, ProjectorReaddle

Restream

Revenue Grid

EOS Mobile: Kyivstar Tech, lifecell, Vodafone Samsung Ukraine* — 800 людей в Україні

Ukrainian worldwide 
known product 
companies

Ecosystem of the largest 
product companies that 
are operating on the 
local market

R&D of internation tech 
giants that remain in 
Ukraine despite the war

TABLE OF NOTABLE INVESTMENTS IN 2022-2023:

Near Protocol $150m
Three Arrows Capital, Dragonfly Capital, 
a16z, Mechanism Capital

A blockchain platform for creating decentralized 
applications founded in 2020 by Alexander Skidanov and 
Illia Polosukhin. 4 out of 170 people on LinkedIn have 
Ukraine as their location.

Data Art $75m FTV Capital

Outsourcing company founded in 1997 by Eugene 
Holland. In June 2022, Data Art sold its Russian business. 
As of H1 2023, the company employed 2,640 specialists in 
Ukraine.

A blockchain-based domain registration startup co-
founded in 2018 by Bogdan Gusiev. In July 2022, it 
reached a valuation of $1 billion. As of H1 2023, two dozen 
developers were based in Ukraine.

Unstoppable Domains $65m
Pantera Capital, Alchemy Ventures, OKG 
Investments, Polygon, Boost VC, Draper 
Associates

A document workflow automation platform founded in 
2008 by Vadim Yasinovsky and Borya Shakhnovich. In the 
summer of 2022, it achieved unicorn status. The Ukrainian 
office employs about 900 people.

AirSlate (екс-PDFfiller) $51,5m G Squared, UiPath Ventures

An online platform for finding tutors. Founded in 2012 by 
Kirill Bigai, Sergey Lukyanov, and Dmytro Voloshyn. The 
company has raised $100 million in funding and has 400 
employees with a large office in Ukraine.

Preply $50m

Owl Ventures, Diligent Capital, Hoxton 
Ventures, Educapital, Evli Growth Partners, 
co-founder Przemysław Gacek at Grupa 
Pracuj, Swisscom Ventures, Orbit Capital

A platform for launching neobanks, founded in 2020 by 
Dmytro Dubilet, Alexander Vityaz, and Mykola Bezkrovnyi. 
Most of the team is based in Ukraine.

Fintech Farm $22m Nordstar, Chrome Capital

An "antivirus" developer for third-party SaaS services, 
founded in 2013 by Dmitry Dontsov. The company has 
over 1,600 customers and has raised $18 million in venture 
capital. It has offices in Kyiv and Odesa and about 30 
dozen employees in Ukraine.

Spin Technology $16m
Blueprint Equity, Santa Barbara Venture 
Partners, Blu Venture Investors

A digital clothing sales platform. Founded by Daria 
Shapovalova and Natalia Modenova in 2020. The team 
relocated from Ukraine in 2022.

DressX $15m
Greenfield Capital, Slow Ventures, 
Warner Music, The Artemis Fund, Red 
DAO

A platform for long-term rental housing. Founded in 2015 
by Oleksii Liubynskyi, Liliya Ostapchuk, Oleksandr 
Kotovskov and Denis Golubovskiy. It operates in over 100 
countries. It has R&D in Kyiv, and the Ukrainian office 
employs about 30 people.

Rentberry $15m+
crowdfunded by 9k+ investors via 
StartEngine, WeFunder, Republic

A developer of Web3 solutions for managing startup 
option programs for remote employees. Co-founded in 
2019 by Tetiana Chaikovska. Employs up to 10 people in 
Ukraine.

Salto X €5,2m
Nordic VC ByFounders, Blockwall, Box 
Group, 3Commas and angel investors

An outsourcing company founded in 1989 by Mykola 
Royenko. Twice invested by Horizon Capital during the 
full-scale war, it employs 420 people in Ukraine.

Miratech $5m
Horizon Capital, International Finance 
Corporation

TABLE OF NOTABLE M&A IN 2022-2023:

HomeQuote as 
part of ClickDealer

DMS $45 m
Performance Marketing Company, which includes the 
HomeQuote marketplace. As of 2023, the company has 
about 150 employees.

Digitally Inspired Intellias $20 m

The company develops IT systems for the retail, e-
commerce, healthcare, and aviation industries. The 
company is headquartered in London, with a software 
development office in Ukraine, particularly in Kyiv. As part 
of the deal, the company has been integrated into Intellias' 
organizational structure.

A blockchain marketplace for gaming skins. In 2022, the 
entire team relocated from Ukraine.

DMarket Mythical Games
Not disclosed. Estimated 
at $85 million.

A healthcare information system connecting 23m patients 
with 49k doctors. Kyivstar acquired 69.99% of the 
company.

Helsi «Київстар»
Not disclosed. Estimated 
at $17 million.

Developer of mixed reality systems for the European and 
American automotive industry. In February 2022, the 
company closed its office in St. Petersburg. As of 2023, the 
company's Ukrainian office employs about 150 people. 

Apostera Harman International
Not disclosed. Estimated 
at $50 million.

An IT company specializing in setting up cross-border IT 
and engineering organizations. The company was 
founded in 2008. The team has over 350 employees, most 
of whom work from Ukraine and Poland.

Skelia Nortal
Not disclosed. Estimated 
at $15 million.

Augmented Pixels is an augmented reality technology 
developer founded in 2013 by Vitaliy Goncharuk. The 
company is headquartered in California, with offices in 
Kyiv and Odesa.

Augmented Pixels Qualcomm
Not disclosed. Estimated 
at $15 million.

Startups . suffered the most
No miracle happened in terms of foreign funds' attention to Ukrainian 
startups, and out of 18 local funds, only 6 continued to invest. While 7 
new ones were added. 79% of early-stage startups survived, with 84% 
of them physically moving out of Ukraine in whole or in part. At the 
same time, two and a half hundred new startups were added to 
catalogs and competitions from within the country, not counting 
Defence tech. In total, the market saw 98 investments in local startups 
in 2022, which is less than in the fruitful 2021 but more than in 2020. 
The first half of 2023 saw 14% fewer investments than in 2022.

ІV

VI

More government 
regulation of IT.
The industry is still wary of the Diia.City's special tax regime for IT. The 
regime has 600 residents, but most companies have only “one foot in 
the door.” It has been 2 years since the legalization of gambling and 
betting, which were supposed to fill the budget but instead got into a 
series of scandals due to miscoding, so now it seems that we are 
working on the mistakes. The “Google tax” brought in about $90 
million to the budget. The Diia app, with its digital government 
services, which had been criticized for lags and insufficient security 
before the war, faced the challenges of war and foreign equivalents, 
and Ukrainians began to sing praises to the app.

V

Developer salaries 
, new 

non-technical hires 
, and the 

number of vacancies 
.

remained unchanged

became cheaper
fell 

twofold
Out of 348k people in the Ukrainian IT industry, 67k left the country, 
and several tens of thousands entered the industry from other 
countries. Between 25k and 34k lost their jobs at the initiative of 
companies. About 40% were looking for a new job in 2022-H1 2023, 
with half of them taking 2 months to find it, and a quarter finding it with 
better pay. The offer for Ukrainian specialists for a year and a half 
amounted to 320 000 - 350 000 vacancies. It became harder to find a 
job, but the average salary for developers did not change. The scenario 
of a salary decrease across the market in the summer of 2023 did not 
materialize.

UNICORNS: The 11 confirmed lifetime unicorns met two criteria at once: they had or 
still have at least one Ukrainian co-founder and a development office in 
Ukraine. The list includes: AirSlate, BitFury, BigID, Firefly Aerospace, 
GitLab, Grammarly, People.ai, Playtika, Revolut, Unstoppable Domains, 
and WhatsApp.

І

Dependence on the 
Russian market
Historically, Ukrainian IT has not had a significant dependence on the 
Russian market of users or customers, unlike the old knowledge-
intensive industries. About ¾ of outsourcing, which employs 64% of 
Ukraine's talents, and almost all local product companies have focused 
their business models on the global market since their inception. 
Russia may have been a part of it, but it was definitely not the main 
source of revenue. Since Russia's occupation of Crimea in 2014, these 
ties have further diminished. The only exceptions where ties to the 
Russian IT ecosystem were strong in Ukraine were affiliates, game devs, 
and advertising and PR agencies. But in the short term after February 
24, 2022, with rare exceptions, they also ceased to exist. For example, 
the largest Ukrainian marketplace Prom.ua closed its Tiu.ru. Several 
outsourcers based in Russia and Belarus with offices in Ukraine have 
also left. The biggest ones are EPAM, Luxoft, and DataArt.

ІІ

Domestic market
In the first few months, many product companies in Ukraine 
experienced a significant decrease in revenue. Ukrainians stopped 
buying online and canceled subscriptions to digital services. However, 
in late spring, these revenues began to return. People who lost 
everything in the occupied territories or under Russian attacks were 
"getting it back" at Rozetka, the largest online retailer, which suffered a 
77% drop in sales at the beginning of the year and had to sack almost 
its entire IT department. People who lost their jobs searched for them 
on the largest job search site, Work.ua, which eventually outpaced its 
2021 performance. People used the largest Ukrainian taxi service, 
Uklon. Most entertainment services, such as the OTT service Megogo, 
did not recover to pre-invasion levels. Games, streaming, and other 
entertainment services experienced unprecedented growth when 
people were cooped up at home with the onset of COVID. However, 
their performance declined after the epidemic ended.

VIІІІ

Global market
Speaking of outsourcing, during the 500 days of the war, 
approximately 31% of large and medium-sized companies experienced 
a 10% to 50% drop in revenue. The issue was the lack of new orders 
and the partial loss of existing ones. Despite the full restoration of 
infrastructure and business processes by the beginning of May, most 
outsourcing companies voiced the following reasons for customer 
refusals: war-related risks, inability to organize temporary departures of 
men of military age, and lack of a transparent and coordinated 
reservation mechanism, primarily FOPs, of which more than ⅔ in 
Ukrainian IT. At the same time, more than half of the outsourcing 
companies reported revenue growth despite the above losses. Export 
revenues from IT in 2022 amounted to $7.3 billion, compared to $6.9 
billion in 2021. But in the first six months of 2023, it amounted to only 
$2.8 billion. Although the second half of the year traditionally shows 
better financial performance than the first, the decline is likely to 
continue. On the other hand, there is a new wave of interest. In late fall 
2022, it became evident that Ukrainian developers were capable of 
delivering builds on time, even amidst blackouts. This renewed interest 
in Ukraine as a location with some of the most favorable taxes 
worldwide and an Israeli model for predicting the development of 
events. The market has seen several notable investments, M&A, and 
isolated increases in the number of vacancies. As for product 
companies operating on the foreign market, they were the least 
vulnerable and most reported fulfilling business plans in 2022, which 
were drawn up before the full-scale Russian invasion. Some B2C 
businesses have “suffered” much more from apple transparency and 
other similar regulations. However, at least a third of the surveyed 
grocery companies also took the opportunity to cut back on C-levels 
and commercially inefficient internal startups around their core 
business models.

IT SPECIALISTS AS OF JANUARY 1, IN THOUSANDS (K):

2016 — 135k2022 — 307k

2021 — 256k

2020 — 231k

2019 — 194k

2018 — 167k

2017 — 149k

2023 — 348k, of which 66.92k left the country during this period and 
did not return as of H1 2023, of which 28.7k have no plans to return
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TOTAL NUMBER OF IT COMPANIES / WITH VACANCIES AS OF JANUARY 1 / ADDED TO THE 
CATALOGS OF UKRAINIAN IT COMPANIES, IN THOUSANDS (K):

2017 — 6.3k2023 — 8.9k / 1.35k–2k / +440

2022 — 9.6k / 6k / +1,050

2021 — 8.7k / 5k

2020 — 8.4k

2019 — 8.1k

2018 — 7k
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INVESTMENTS AND GRANTS IN IT:

2009 — 8

2011 — 23

2010 — 19

2013 — 96

2012 — 54

2014 — 124

2015 — 90

2017 — 80

2016 — 122

2018 — 76

2019 — 832023 — 74

2022 — 179

2020 — 171

2021 — 320
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INVESTMENTS AND GRANTS IN IT, MLN $:

2013 — $90,6

2012 — $56,9

2011 — $18,0

2009 — $6,6

2010 — $58,42015 — $51,4

2014 — $82,1

2018 — $287,4 (79 % — GitLab, BitFury, People.ai)

2017 — $235 (76 % — Grammarly, AirSlate, BitFury)

2016 — $115,3 (51 % — Rozetka, Busfor)

2019 — $542,8 (77 % — Grammarly, Gitlab, People.ai)

2020 — $415,7 (78 % — Restream, Creatio, GitLab, AirSlate)

2023 — $111

2022 — $631,5 (62 % — Matter Labs, Preply, AirSlate, DataArt)

2021 — $956,8 (50 % — Grammarly, Firefly Aerospace, People.ai)
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M&A IN IT:

2009 — 3

2011 — 25

2010 — 15

2013 — 13

2012 — 12

2014 — 16

2015 — 15

2017 — 16

2016 — 14

2018 — 12

2019 — 202023 — 4

2022 — 25

2020 — 16

2021 — 43
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M&A IN ІТ, MLN $:

2009 — $1,0

2011 — $1374,2 (94 % — Ukrtelecom)

2010 — $420,6 (95 % — Kyivstar)

2013 — $80,2

2012 — $49,6

2014 — $54,7

2015 — $279,2

2017 — $505,1 (98 % — Plarium)

2016 — $20,1

2018 — $12

2019 — $910,8 (80 % — Vodafone Ukraine)2023 —  $130

2022 — $111,1

2020 —  $135,6

2021 — $225,8
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IT EXPORT REVENUE, B $:

2022 — $7,3 b 2021 — $6,9 b2023 — $2,8 b 2020 — $5 b

2018 — $3,2 b

2016 — $2 b2019 — $4,2 b

2017 — $2,5 b

2015 — $1,7 b

Jan — $528m Jan — $528m Jan — $418m

Mar — $600m Mar — $600m Mar — $546m

May — $590m May — $590m May — $502m

Aug — $621m Aug — $594m

Oct — $535m Oct — $638m

Feb — $547m Feb — $547m Feb — $480m

Apr — $539m Apr — $539m Apr — $556m

Jul — $542m Jul — $574m

Jun — $573m Jun — $573m Jun — $547m

Sep — $578m Sep — $621m

Nov — $580m Nov — $675m
Dec — $751m Dec — $792m
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SHARE OF IT IN UKRAINE'S GDP/EXPORTS:

2022 — ~4,6 % / 45,5 %

2020 — 3,2 % / 32,3 %

2021 — 3,5 % / 37,8 %

2019 — 2,7 % / 23,7 %

2018 — 2,4 % / 20,2 %

2016 — 2,1 % / 15,9 %

2017 — 2,2 % / 17,4 %

2015 — 1,8 % / 13,4 %
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Share of IT in GDP In export of Ukraine’s services

DOLLAR MILLIONAIRES:

2022 —3900

2023 — 3100

2021 — 6700, including ~600 in IT
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DISTRIBUTION OF PEOPLE BY COMPANY TYPE:

Outsourcing and outstaffing — 56% Freelance — 2,1%

R&D (Ukrainian development offices of foreign product 
companies) — 9%

Sales offices of international tier1 companies, digital, IT agencies, call 
centers — 1,9%

Product, incl. startups — 26%Tech departments of local non-IT companies (banks, telecom, logistics, 
energy, pharma, retail, agri) — 5%

100%
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Product, incl. startups
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R&D
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Tech departments of 
local non-IT companies

Sales offices of international tier1 
companies, digital, IT agencies, 
call centers
1.9%

Freelance
2.1%

POPULAR INDUSTRIES AMONG RESPONDENTS

In fact, ⅔ of people work in outsourcing, and ¼ work in product. At the 
same time, there are 2 times more product companies than 
outsourcing. Over 40% of outsourcing companies employ more than 
100 people, while only 10% of product companies employ more than 
100 people.
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DISTRIBUTION OF PEOPLE BY OCCUPATION:

Back-office (legal, HR & R, finance)— 5,9%

Content Creators (text, 2D/3D-artists, audio and video) — 3,5%

Design — 6%

Sales і BizDev — 0,9%

C-level — 0,7%

Other — 2,9%

Розробка, DevOps — 44%

Analytics (2% – business analysts in outsourcing and 4% – product 
analysts) — 6%

QA — 12%

Development Management (Product, Project, Producer) — 11%

Marketing (General Marketing, SEO, Affiliate, PPC, ASO) — 8%
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POPULARITY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AMONG TECH SPECIALISTS:

JavaScript — 22,05% Python — 7,35% Go — 1,9%

PHP — 10,2% Ruby — 2,15%

TypeScript — 14,1% Swift — 3,55% SQL — 0,75%

Java — 13,65% Kotlin — 3,05% Scala — 0,5%

C# — 12,9% C++ — 3% Other — 4,85%

12.9%

100%
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY:

Advanced and above — 18,3%

Elementary — 1,95%Upper intermediate — 40,63%

Intermediate — 29,64%

Pre-intermediate — 9,44% The salary of specialists of middle and higher level with English at the 
Upper-intermediate level or above is 25%-40% higher than that of 
specialists with lesser English skills.
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1.95%

Pre-intermediate
9.44%

CEO / COO / GM BACKGROUND OF UKRAINIAN COMPANIES:

30% of CEOs, COOs, and General Managers in Ukraine started their 
career in development, 16% each in product management and sales, 
and 15% in marketing.
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5%
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COUNTRIES TO WHICH UKRAINIAN IT SPECIALISTS HAVE RELOCATED:

100%
39.9%
Other

17,9%
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OF THOSE WHO DID NOT RELOCATE OR RELOCATED WITHIN UKRAINE IN 2022-2023:

59 % relocated within Ukraine, of whom 
52 % have already returned;

39 % would relocate to other countries; 14 % are contemplating leaving the country 
but have not decided yet.
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2%

21%

46%

31%

WHERE HAVE UKRAINIAN COMPANIES RELOCATED?

In 2022-2023, 46 of the top 50 companies opened new development 
offices outside of Ukraine, employing about 20k people in total. The 
most popular locations for new hubs have become neighboring Poland, 
Bulgaria, and Romania, as well as Cyprus, Turkey, and the LatAm 
countries. The largest number of launches of new R&D offices by 
Ukrainian companies took place in April, August, and October 2022.

8,75 % of all companies did not just open a new office abroad but 
closed the Ukrainian one, i.e., completely relocated. Of these: 61 % — 
are angel, pre-seed, seed, and A-round startups, 29 % are projects of 
foreign companies within outsourcing and outstaffing companies, and 
2 % are standalone R&Ds of foreign companies, the most notable of 
which is Swedish NetEnt, which employed about 100 people in its Kyiv 
office.

LABOR MARKET SUPPLY AND DEMAND DYNAMICS CHANGE CURVE:

Monthly growth: 3.8k new paid vacancies on DOU and 14k new free 
vacancies on Djinni.

Major drop dates - the beginning of the invasion in February 2012 and 
blackouts in December 2012.

In total, from March 2022 to July 2023, about 80k paid and 319k free 
vacancies in IT companies were published on the above and other 
resources.

The number of applications per vacancy on average in the industry 
increased 5 times from January 2022 to H1 2023.
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EMPLOYMENT CHALLENGES IN IT, WITHOUT DIVISION INTO OCCUPATIONS:

The percentage of those who received their salaries in full and without 
delays ranged from 63,2 % to  79,6 %

7 % were paid in full, but with considerable delays

One in 5 faced problems with their salary

In 8,1 %-9 % of cases, salaries were reduced

4,4 % of respondents received a salary bump purely as support from 
their employer.

100%79.6%

Salaries were paid on 
time and in full

8.1%
Salaries were reduced

7%
There were delays in payments

Salaries have not been 
paid for some time
2.6%

 Lost their jobs
2.7%

DIAGRAM OF EMPLOYMENT CHALLENGES IN IT BY OCCUPATION:

In general, DevOps and relatively small groups of C++, Scala, and Unity 
developers were the least affected.

Do those in Ukraine work in IT

I am IT freelancerI work in IT
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DEVELOPER MEDIAN SALARY:

Despite the fact that over the year and a half of the invasion, 25k to 
33.8k people were fired at the initiative of companies or transferred to 
bench, the median salary of developers was not affected (yet).
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DEVELOPER MEDIAN SALARY, ANOTHER ESTIMATE:

Less than 1% of developers are paid $10 000+.The median salary of a developer per month based on the aggregated 
data of DOU and AIN.UA is $2 930.

Salary of the professions of the Development group
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MEDIAN SALARIES IN IT OCCUPATIONS IN THE BUSINESS CATEGORY:

The median salary for business occupations in Ukrainian IT, namely 
Product, Project, analysts, all types of marketers, and salespeople, 
according to AIN.UA, is $1 780.

Salary of professions of the Business group

Senior Middle Junior
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SALARIES IN UKRAINIAN IT IN GENERAL, COMPARED TO OTHER COUNTRIES:

For comparison, the average annual base salary for IT, including 
everyone from junior sales reps to system architects, in Ukraine is about 
$20 thousand per year.

Among the locations popular in 2022-2023, where new R&D offices 
were opened globally, only Hungary, Bulgaria, and Croatia are cheaper 
than Ukraine in this regard, with a much smaller talent market. And 
taking into account the 5% tax, Ukraine outperforms them here as well.
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SALARIES OF UKRAINIAN DEVELOPERS COMPARED TO OTHER COUNTRIES:

The average annual base salary of developers in Ukraine, based on 
AIN.UA data, is about $29k and is one of the most favorable. Only India 
and the Philippines are cheaper.
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DIAGRAM OF DONATIONS AMONG UKRAINIAN IT SPECIALISTS:
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VALUATION OF DEALS BY SIMPLIFIED TYPES*, IN MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS, 2009-2023

*Investments — Early Stage VC, Later Stage VC, Angel, Grant, 
Crowdfunding, Private Equity;

M&A — M&A;

Other — IPO і Debt Financing.
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VALUATION OF INVESTMENTS BY TYPE, IN MILLIONS US DOLLARS, 2009-2023
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NUMBER OF EARLY STAGE INVESTMENTS*, 2009-2023

*this graph includes only early stage investments with a known subtype 
- accelerator/incubator, pre-seed, or seed.
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VALUATION OF EARLY STAGE INVESTMENTS, IN MILLIONS US DOLLARS, 2009-2023

*This graph only includes early stage investments with a known 
subtype - accelerator/incubator, pre-seed or seed.
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NUMBER OF LATER STAGE* INVESTMENTS, 2009-2023

*this graph includes only later stage investments with a known subtype 
- from A to E.
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VALUATION OF LATER STAGE INVESTMENTS, IN MILLIONS US DOLLARS, 2009-2023
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NUMBER OF M&A, 2009-2023
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After the full-scale 
invasion
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FOREWORD FROM AUTHORS:

Head of research Molfar
Maksym Zrazhevskyi

N1

MOLFAR

CEO & Founder N1 investment fund:
Nykyta Izmaylov

IT is an industry that is a hallmark of Ukraine's brand, just like 
agriculture. Because Ukraine is a klondike of tech talents, business 
people from all over the world have opened offices in Ukraine, and 
Ukrainians have created such unicorns or even decacorns as 
Grammarly, People.ai, GitLab, and others. IT is definitely the brightest 
industry of our time, the fastest growing and most potent contributor to 
the state budget. The industry employs some of the best young 
professionals. IT in Ukraine is holding its ground even during the war. It 
is a fascinating industry to follow. So, when the AIN.UA team 
approached us with a proposal to become a partner of this report, we 
did not hesitate for a moment. This is a huge job, for which we are 
grateful to the entire team that worked on it. It contains a multitude of 
compelling figures and verified facts. It is an incredibly interesting study 
that will remain in the history of the industry.



We are confident that this report will once again draw the world's 
attention to the incredible phenomenon of Ukrainian IT, and give us 
Ukrainians yet another reason to be proud.

In 2022, when many businesses were forced to suspend investments in 
Ukraine or stop working altogether, the IT industry's export revenue 
reached a record $7.3 billion, despite the Russian invasion. IT has 
become perhaps the only industry that, despite the full-scale war and 
investor fears, continues to attract funds and develop, supporting the 
Ukrainian economy and being a pillar of the state.



While searching for and analyzing data for this report regarding the 
situation in the Ukrainian IT market, we have reviewed an astounding 
amount of information that clearly illustrates the "temperature in the 
room". Of course, like all sectors of Ukraine's economy, IT is affected by 
the war. For example, in the first half of 2023, the volume of service 
exports in this sector slightly dropped, but by less than a quarter of a 
percent. 



For a country that has been under martial law for more than a year and 
a half and has had almost a decade of war in eastern Ukraine, this 
decline is quite understandable and can be viewed as insignificant.



Speaking of investments and M&A in the Ukrainian market in 2022, 
unfortunately, their level dropped by half compared to the previous 
year, 2021. In terms of transaction volume, in 2022, the total amount of 
investments shrank by more than 30%, while the amount of M&A fell by 
half. Unfortunately, this is a case where it is difficult for Ukrainian IT 
companies to influence investors' anxiety about the security situation or 
the future of their businesses.



A factor that is inherent in Ukrainian society and was quickly adopted 
by the IT community is adaptability and ingenuity. Despite all the 
circumstances and challenges, the Ukrainian IT business maintains a 
high level in the market, as evidenced by the value of companies.

Publisher & Managing Editor of AIN.UA
Ilya Boshnyakov

AIN.UA

AIN.UA has been writing about Ukrainian IT for over 20 years. However, 
no year can compare to these almost two years of full-scale war. Weeks 
before it broke out, the IT community felt a little anxious, and 
companies were preparing contingency plans. I remember the IT news 
of February 23, 2022: "Notion template developer makes $100k", "How 
to land a job after IT courses”, “Creators sue OnlyFans." It was a day like 
any other. Then, the next morning, the whole country woke up at dawn.



 Ukrainian tanks were moving eastward, while cars were moving in the 
opposite direction, toward the western border, packed with the lives 
that people were trying to take with them. Both those who left and 
those who stayed started donating and volunteering from the very first 
day. More than 100 self-organized groups of IT activists have formed. 
Some helped search for enemy positions and identified Russian war 
criminals. Others attacked legitimate Russian targets in cyberspace. 
Still, others monitored the implementation of sanctions. And then there 
is the resistance to propaganda: nowhere else will you find as many 
Russian fakes about Ukraine as from journalists of global outlets with 
Russian last names who, according to their bios, cover "Russia and 
region". Any of these activities required only a laptop with the Internet 
and a bit of motivation, which grows stronger every time an air raid 
wails outside the window. IT entrepreneurs also did not stand idly by, 
investing money and connections in projects that usually matched their 
expertise: from manufacturing drones and mobile headquarters to 
improving government cyber defense systems and buying our first 
satellite.



Then, of course, IT specialists took up arms. World Of Tanks design 
manager Andriy was supposed to move to Prague, but instead, he went 
to the front line. After the war, he dreams of returning to work on his 
favorite game. Finmap co-founder Ivan Kaunov went to work with 
severely wounded soldiers but says the team is giving 300% without 
him. Developer Yevhen Koval has released MyState, an app that helps 
monitor the safety of loved ones while serving in the AFU. There are 
many such stories, and we want to tell them all.



Needless to say, the war hit the IT industry hard: multipliers worsened, 
and it became harder to find money and convince foreign customers 
that all these are controlled risks, like in Israel. Entire cities were without 
electricity and water. Mobile communication was lagging. People filled 
their bathtubs with water and bought up candles and starlinks. Any 
coffee shop that could be found in the complete darkness of residential 
areas by the whirring of a generator became a "Point of Invincibility". 
Yet, people kept going to work at night or early in the morning as soon 
as the electricity was back on. Some people ingeniously connected the 
power outage schedule to a Google Calendar or put it in the signature 
of their work emails. From Ukrainian bomb shelters, the voice of Darth 
Vader could be heard, generated by Ukrainian Respeecher technology 
in the Obi-Wan Kenobi series. 



I dream that AIN.UA will write about Ukrainian IT without war again. 
"How much more did the Notion template developer earn" and "How to 
find a job even faster after IT courses." And, of course, news about 
investments. Thanks to my work, I can already see out of four dozen 
startups that were born in the last 2 years, they actually appeared in a 
new reality. No media has written about them yet, and they already 
have half a million to two million dollars in ARR. Imagine what will 
happen when the great war is over? Therefore, invest in Ukraine and 
Ukrainian IT now.
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